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ABSTRACT 

Breast cancer, or malignant breast neoplasm, is a type of cancer that originates from breast tissue, most commonly from 
the inner lining of the milk ducts or the lobules that supply the ducts with milk. It is one of the most widespread dis-
eases, especially in women. Thus far, large efforts have been towards the early diagnosis of cancer in general, and 
breast cancer specifically. Most of these techniques deal with malignant tissues without inducing or increasing patho-
logical tissue changes or causing major side effects for the patient. This paper proposes a new technique for diagnosing 
the presence or occurrence of cancer and assessing its grade early, accurately, and safely. The presented technique de-
pends on the interaction between the laser and the soft tissue in order to induce plasma, and allows us to classify the 
cancer by studying the difference in the intensity ratio of the trace elements in normal and malignant tissues. The results 
presented here show that only four patients out of the total sample of 30 have erroneous trace elements and that this 
does not affect the overall decision. Hence, the performance of LIPS can be measured as 87%, while retaining 100% 
accuracy. Furthermore, LIPS technique is a simple and promising technique that is capable of diagnosing malignant 
cells and tissues. 
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1. Introduction 

Laser-Induced Plasma Spectroscopy (LIPS), also known 
as Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy, is a form of 
atomic emission spectroscopy. When the output from a 
(pulsed) laser focuses on a small spot of a solid surface, 
an optically induced plasma, frequently called a laser in- 
duced plasma, laser-ablated plasma, or laser spark is formed 
on this surface. Plasma, which is defined as “the fourth 
state of matter,” occurs as an electrified gas with the at- 
oms dissociated into positive ions and negative electrons. 
Further, it may be defined alternatively as a medium whose 
dielectric properties are determined only by free charges. 

LIPS technique consists of three main parts, namely an 
ablation laser, a detector, and focusing and collection op- 
tics. This technique utilizes the high power densities ob- 
tained by focusing the radiation from a pulsed, fixed fre- 
quency laser (usually Nd:YAG) to generate a luminous mi- 
cro-plasma in the focal region of an analyte. The energy 
density in the focal region can reach values up to GW/cm2. 
Part of the laser pulse energy is used to ablate the sample 
of interest; subsequently, the material in the plasma core 
is vaporized and atomized. The plasma temperature can 

reach several electron volts and the plasma is typically 
highly ionized. In a good approximation, the plasma com- 
position is representative of the analyte’s elemental com- 
position [1]. This technique has been used extensively for 
qualitative determinations with great success as well as 
successfully used for the elemental analysis of solids, liq- 
uids, gases, and aerosols, meaning that it is increasingly 
applied in basic and applied research [2]. 

Analyses for trace elements in biological tissue are 
uniquely susceptible to extreme errors unless special pre- 
cautions are taken during collection, storage, and analysis. 
The integrity of the specimen can be compromised before 
it is analyzed, by contamination during collection and proc- 
essing or by the attenuation of the analytic concentration 
during storage. If this happens, the determined values are 
not valid even though the method of analysis is extremely 
sensitive and highly accurate [3]. 

Breast cancer (also known as malignant breast neoplasm) 
is a type of cancer that originates from breast tissue, most 
commonly from the inner lining of the milk ducts (ductal 
carcinomas) or the lobules (lobular carcinomas) that sup- 
ply the ducts with milk. It is a disease that afflicts hu- 
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mans and other mammals. While the overwhelming ma- 
jority of cases are women, men can also develop breast 
cancer [4]. 

Although most types of breast cancers are easy to di- 
agnose through the microscopic analysis of a biopsy, rarer 
types of breast cancers require specialized examination. 
Further, while screening techniques are useful in deter- 
mining the possibility of cancer, further testing is neces- 
sary to confirm whether a lump detected during a screen- 
ing is cancerous as opposed to a benign alternative such 
as a simple cyst [5]. 

Both mammography and clinical breast examinations 
can indicate the approximate likelihood that a lump is can- 
cerous, while both approaches can also detect other lesions. 
When the test results are inconclusive, however, fine nee- 
dle aspiration cytology may be used. Other options for car- 
rying out a biopsy include a core biopsy, where a section 
of the breast lump is removed, and an excisional biopsy, 
where the entire lump is removed. In addition, a vac- 
uum-assisted breast biopsy may help diagnose breast can- 
cer among selected female patients [6]. Further, carcinoma 
in situ is the growth of low-grade cancerous or precancer- 
ous cells within a particular tissue compartment such as 
the mammary duct without the invasion of the surround- 
ing tissue. By contrast, invasive carcinoma is not confined 
to the initial tissue compartment. 

Breast cancer can be graded by comparing the appear- 
ance of breast cancer cells with that of normal breast tissue. 
Whereas normal cells in an organ such as the breast are 
usually differentiated, meaning that they take on specific 
shapes and forms that reflect their function as part of that 
organ, cancerous cells lose that differentiation. In cancer, 
the cells that would usually line up in an orderly way to 
make up the milk ducts thus become disorganized, cell 
division becomes uncontrolled, and cell nuclei become less 
uniform. Pathologists describe cells as well differentiated 
(low grade), moderately differentiated (intermediate grade), 
and poorly differentiated (high grade) as the cells progres-
sively lose the features seen in normal breast cells. Poorly 
differentiated cancers have a worse prognosis [7]. 

The calculation of electron density using the LIPS tech-
nique shows that differences between normal and malig-
nant cells might be supported by the hypothesis that an 
alteration in glucose uptake within malignant cells may 
cause these tissues to have elevated electron density [8]. 
Indeed, previous studies have reported that the concen-
tration of trace elements varies for cancerous and noncan-
cerous cells [9,10]. This research has shown a clear dis-
tinction between intensity based on the concentration of 
trace elements in normal and malignant tissues, finding that 
the concentration of trace elements such as calcium, iron, 
and manganese is larger in normal cells in comparison with 
malignant cells. The ratio of the intensity of different atomic 
lines observed in the LIPS signal compared with that for 

the calcium line has also been compared. 
The present research aims to distinguish between normal 

and malignant tumor cells from histological sections by 
using LIPS in order to measure in real time the concen-
trations of trace elements. The overall objective is for this 
technique to be incorporated with laser scalpels in order 
to monitor the cancer-affected area during surgery. We be-
lieve this technique has the potential to be an automated, 
real-time diagnostic procedure for cancer that would greatly 
facilitate the diagnosis and classification of tumors. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The plasma was formed with the aid of a Q-switched 
Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Surellite II, USA) operating 
at the fundamental wavelength (1064 nm) with a pulse 
duration of 10 ns and a variable repetition rate in the range 
1 - 10 Hz. The temporal history of the plasma was ob-
tained by recording the emission features at predetermined 
delay times using a variable delay generator, which is trig-
gered by the laser pulse. The laser beam with pulse en-
ergy of 350 mJ was used for sample ablation. Energy was 
adjusted using a suitable combination of beam splitters at 
a constant high voltage (1.3 kV) and a Q-switch delay to 
ensure spatial and temporal beam profile stability. 

An energy meter (Nova, Ophir Optronics Ltd., USA) 
was employed to monitor the shot-to-shot pulse energy. 
The laser was a single pulse with an optimized delay 
time (td) of 1500 ns and an optimized gate width (tw) of 
10,000 ns. The beam from the pulsed laser was passed 
through a quartz plano-convex lens (10 cm focal length) 
and focused on the sample in order to create a spark or 
breakdown in the medium. The light emission from the 
sample was collected and conveyed to the Echelle spec-
trometer (SE200PI-HO, Princeton, USA) by means of a 1 
m long fused-silica optical fiber mounted on a micro-xyz 
translation stage. The Echelle spectrometer provided a con-
stant spectral resolution of 3100 (CSR), over a wavelength 
range of 190 - 1100 nm, displayable in a signal spectrum. 

A getable, intensified ICCD camera, (Princeton, IMAX) 
coupled to the spectrometer was used to detect the dis-
persed light. To avoid electronic interference and jitters, 
the intensifier high voltage was triggered optically. The 
Echelle grating spectrometer provides high resolution in 
a more compact size and covers a much wider spectral 
range compared with conventional grating spectrometers 
[11]. 

Emission spectra were analyzed using the commercial 
GRAMS Spectroscopic Data Analysis software (version 
8.0; Galactic Industrial Salem, NH, USA), which reads 
data from the chip and reconstructs the spectrum. This 
makes it possible to measure a large wavelength range 
simultaneously with a high spectral resolution. In addi-
tion to the atomic database used by the mentioned soft-
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The light emitted from the laser-produced plasma on the 
sample surface was collected by an optical fiber cable and 
fed to the Echelle spectrometer. The dispersed light was 
then transformed into its corresponding emission spectrum 
in the ICCD camera and displayed on a PC for further 
analysis using the GRAMS software. 

ware, spectral lines were identified by the latest electroni-
cally published database [http://webbook.nist.gov]. Both 
malignant and normal tissue cells were exposed to Nd:YAG 
laser pulses of a sufficient energy level to induce the plasma 
at 1064 nm. No real sample preparation was needed to 
take the LIPS measurements, because the malignant and 
normal tissue cells were placed on a glass plate and the 
laser light was focused in such a way that not only the 
base glass but also the ablation of the cells took place. 

Each sample was measured five times at five different 
spots on the malignant and normal tissue cell samples. 
These five obtained spectra were then averaged to obtain 
the final spectrum, as shown in Figure 2. The concentra- 
tion of each element was calculated by replacing its rela- 
tive intensity in its specific calibration curve equation [12]. 

Atomic absorption spectroscopy was used to estimate 
the concentrations of the studied elements (i.e., zinc, cop-
per, iron, manganese, and calcium concentrations) and then 
the same samples in normal and malignant breast tissues 
were measured using the LIPS technique. The samples of 
known weight were first prepared. Each sample was kept 
in a dry clean vial and maintained until analyzed. Tissue 
samples were then digested using the dry weight tech-
nique, which is a simple and efficient digestion method 
for rapid sample preparation and quantification-assisted 
acid digestion by concentrated nitric acid. After digestion, 
the samples were diluted using distilled water and then as-
sayed by an atomic absorption spectrophotometer. 

Thirty surgical specimens of breast cancer cases were 
randomly obtained from patients aged from 30 to 65 years 
old. Sixteen surgical specimens were obtained by exci-
sional biopsy and 14 by radical mastectomy operation. All 
specimens were fixed in formalin (10% formaldehyde in 

 

 

The emission intensities of each element were normal-
ized to the emission intensity of the calcium line (393.36 
nm) in order to reduce the effect of instrument signal fluc-
tuation and matrix interference effects, where calcium was 
considered to be a constant constituent of the analyzed 
samples. The steps necessary to analyze the sample using 
the LIPS technique were also straightforward, namely ex-
posing the malignant and normal tissue cells to the fo-
cused laser pulses as shown in the experimental setup in 
Figure 1. Figure 1. The experimental setup for the LIPS technique. 
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Figure 2. LIBS spectrum of malignant and normal tissues, with zoomed segments of Ca, Cu, C and Fe lines. 
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water) and then histologically processed to form paraffin 
blocks, which were sectioned at 4 μm using a microtome. 
These sections were layered on a glass slide for staining 
and the slides were embedded for 2 minutes in hematoxy-
lin (which stains the nuclei blue) and then eosin (which 
stains the cytoplasm and the extracellular connective tissue 
matrix pink). The histological slides were finally exam-
ined under a microscope. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The 30 reports classified each breast cancer case into two 
types: lobular and/or ductal. Examples of a pathology photo 
of a ductal carcinoma and a lobular carcinoma are pre-
sented in Figure 3. This classification of the cases yielded 
27 (90%) ductal carcinoma cases and three cases (10%) 
of lobular carcinoma (Figure 3). 

As mentioned in the Materials and Methods, each sam-
ple was measured five times after its exposure to the 
Nd:YAG laser beam in order to create a plasma on the 
surface of the tissue. The five spectrum segments of the 
normal and malignant samples were then recorded, where 
five laser shots on each sample were accumulated with a 
delay time (td) of 1500 ns and a gate width (tw) of 10,000 
ns. The wavelengths of interest were 393.6 nm and 422.6 
nm for Ca, 388.6 nm for Fe, 324.75 nm for Cu, 334.5 nm 
for Zn, and 259.37 nm for Mn. The results of the Ca con-
centrations in malignant and normal samples are presented 
in Figure 4. The concentrations of Zn, Cu, Mn, and Fe 
in each sample were normalized to that of Ca in the 
same sample. These measurement results are presented 
in Figures 5-8. The results obtained using the LIPS tech-
nique showed an enhancement in the concentration levels 
of the tested trace elements (Ca, Zn, Cu, Mn, and Fe) in 
the malignant breast tissue samples compared with the 
levels of the normal ones. Voting as a decision-level fu-
sion method is the simplest approach to fusing the out-
puts of multiple estimates or predictions by emulating the 
way in which humans reach consensus. The fused output 
decision is thus based on majority rule (i.e., the maximum 
number of votes wins). Variations in voting techniques 
include weighted voting (i.e., in which sensors are given 
relative weights), plurality, and consensus methods. 

To implement this structure, each classification or pre-
diction, i, outputs a binary vector, Xi, with D elements (i.e., 
the number of hypothesized output decisions). The binary 
vectors are combined into a matrix X, with row i repre-
senting the input from sensor i. The voting fusion struc-
ture then sums the elements in each column as described 
by the following equation: 

   
1

X ,     For 1: D
N

i

y j i j j


   

The output, y(j), is a vector of length D, where each 
element indicates the total number of votes for output 

class j. At time k, the decision rule selects the output, D 
(k), as the class that carries the majority vote, according 
to the following Equation: 

  D k arg  maxj y j  

 

 

Figure 3. Example of pathology photos of a ductal and a lo- 
bular carcinoma. 

 

 

Figure 4. Relation between calcium in malignant and normal 
tissues using LIPS. 

 

 

Figure 5. Relation between zinc to calcium ratio in malignant 
and normal tissues. 

 

 

Figure 6. Relation between copper/calcium ratio in malignant 
and normal tissues. 
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Figure 7. Relation between magnesium/calcium ratio in ma- 
lignant and normal tissues. 

 

 

Figure 8. Relation between iron/calcium ratio in malignant 
and normal tissues. 

 
The voting algorithm generates a decision for a certain 

problem by taking the votes of more than one decision ele-
ment. The decision is then taken by considering the ma-
jority of votes as a global decision. In the breast cancer 
diagnostics using LIPS, five factors were thus measured 
and considered to be decision members. These factors were 
the normalized traces elements, namely copper, zinc, cal-
cium, manganese, and iron. 

One of the advantages of the LIPS approach is the ease 
of collecting data on a computer in a standardized form. 
These data sheets are picked up instantaneously by the vot-
ing algorithm and run against it to quickly decide whether 
cells are normal or malignant. The voting algorithm runs 
once for every trace element and “votes” for each ele-
ment as normal or malignant. A counter is then started to 
tally the number of votes for each case, with a final deci-
sion taken at the end of the algorithm, namely after the 
last trace element has been tested. The malignant/normal 
decision-making flowchart used in this study is presented 
in Figure 9. 

The data collection phase of the testing procedure yielded 
differences in the intensity values of malignant and nor-
mal tissue samples (Table 1). If the difference was a posi-
tive value (i.e., the malignant intensity was higher than 
the normal intensity), an increment in the malignant counter 
occurred, and vice versa. The voting algorithm yielded ac-
curate results for the 30 investigated samples. As expected, 

 

Figure 9. Voting algorithm for malignant/normal decision 
making. 

 
Table 1. Differences between malignant and normal samples. 

Ser. Ca Zn/Ca Cu/Ca Fe/Ca Mn/Ca
Malignant 

Votes

1 1467.05 0.12911 0.009044 0.028954 0.00673 5 

2 590.8444 0.098722 0.045062 0.020025 0.05016 5 

3 1364.88 0.12688 0.052093 0.213208 0.10411 5 

4 5162.47 0.08004 0.0123 0.116513 0.011505 5 

5 247.83 0.38793 0.01783 0.237205 0.05082 5 

6 656.35 0.23675 0.015903 0.06623 0.04668 5 

7 2576.443 0.031895 0.027123 0.772881 0.0108 5 

8 406.7111 0.05753 0.027773 0.0544 0.01671 5 

9 301.5877 0.09417 0.011495 0.05344 0.01063 5 

10 927.3522 0.08011 0.022256 0.073763 0.005732 5 

11 7183.167 0.07072 0.029818 0.240977 0.02213 5 

12 4997.667 0.0439 0.006009 0.01026 0.001867 5 

13 240.2 0.458 0.050526 0.089778 0.026903 5 

14 890.28 0.10277 0.010736 0.031029 0.0225 5 

15 987 0.0152 –0.00227 0.004166 –0.00106 3 

16 6039.5 0.09253 0.023716 0.046852 0.006475 5 

17 2246.722 –0.1993 0.00721 0.01381 0.0119 4 

18 2541.067 0.033709 0.012709 0.01933 0.00171 5 

19 886.2857 0.064396 0.037233 -0.03843 0.046007 4 

20 4014.129 0.10652 0.029349 0.01161 0.00329 5 

21 1064.891 0.224968 0.078325 0.042095 0.05366 5 

22 4000.595 0.02634 0.012494 0.029305 0.00389 5 

23 3161.52 0.035655 0.013799 0.01303 0.00114 5 

24 2433.032 0.03058 0.010442 0.023535 0.003071 5 

25 3065.071 0.106235 –0.00063 0.023153 0.010648 4 

26 1942.01 0.104033 0.042007 0.09971 0.01077 5 

27 1702.48 0.235912 0.011101 0.102586 0.00104 5 

28 1302.133 0.123355 0.00984 0.02057 0.001049 5 

29 1663.357 0.134442 0.010629 0.0662 0.01683 5 

30 5970.927 0.026662 0.009211 0.03806 0.015 5 
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an almost 100% decision factor was achieved for all sam-
ples except for the cases in which the cancer grades were 
Stage I (where a 50% decision factor was still achieved). 
Table 2 presents the decision factors using the voting al-
gorithm. The results show that only four patients out of 
the total sample of 30 have erroneous trace elements and 
that this does not affect the overall decision. Hence, the 
performance of LIPS can be measured as 87%, while re-
taining 100% accuracy. 

The LIPS technique is used to distinguish normal and 
malignant tumor cells from histological sections by meas-
uring the concentrations of trace elements in real time. Pre-
vious studies have observed that the concentration of trace 

 
Table 2. Decision factor using the voting algorithm. 

Ser. Stage 
Decision  

Factor 
Erroneous  
Elements 

Decision 

1 II 100% - Malignant

2 II 100% - Malignant

3 II 100% - Malignant

4 II 100% - Malignant

5 III 100% - Malignant

6 II 100% - Malignant

7 I 100% - Malignant

8 II 100% - Malignant

9 II 100% - Malignant

10 II 100% - Malignant

11 II 100% - Malignant

12 II 100% - Malignant

13 III 100% - Malignant

14 II 100% Cu, Mn Malignant

15 I 60% - Malignant

16 II 100% Zn Malignant

17 I 80% - Malignant

18 II 100% Fe Malignant

19 I 80% - Malignant

20 II 100% - Malignant

21 II 100% - Malignant

22 I 100% - Malignant

23 II 100% - Malignant

24 II 100% - Malignant

25 I 80% Cu Malignant

26 II 100% - Malignant

27 II 100% - Malignant

28 II 100% - Malignant

29 II 100% - Malignant

30 I 100% - Malignant

elements such as Zn, Cu, Fe, Mn, and Ca in normal and 
malignant cells vary significantly. For example, the con-
centration of calcium, iron, and zinc is larger in malignant 
cells in comparison with normal cells. The present study 
showed that the trace elements copper, iron, manganese, 
zinc, and calcium were all significantly higher in cancer-
ous tissues than they were in their normal counterparts. 
However, the relevance of such elevated concentrations of 
these elements in breast cancer tissue remains a matter of 
conjecture. 

Evidence has suggested a relation between cellular ac-
tivity/blood supply and the formation of micro calcifica-
tions in malignant breast tissues. It would seem reasonable, 
therefore, to assume that these elements might influence 
the carcinogenic process in malignant breast tissues. The 
present data raise the possibility that relatively high lev-
els of copper, iron, zinc, manganese, and calcium in be-
nign breast tissue may be associated with a modest in-
crease in the risk of subsequent breast cancer. The results 
described herein indicated that a relatively high concen-
tration of iron in benign breast tissue was positively as-
sociated with a subsequent breast cancer risk. 

However, because we were unable to separate our meas-
ure of iron levels into free iron and iron in conjugation 
with enzymes, we could not differentiate between two pos-
sible explanations for this finding. The first explanation 
is that high levels of free iron in benign breast tissue might 
increase breast cancer risk because of the catalytic effect 
of iron in mutagenic radicals and the suppressant effect 
on the host’s immune function. The second explanation is 
that both benign breast tissue and breast cancer cells might 
demand high levels of iron in order to sustain their power 
of proliferation given that iron is required for ribonucleo-
tide reductase, a key enzyme in DNA synthesis [6,13]. 

The LIPS technique is a promising technology because 
of its simplicity, low degree of sample preparation, and 
low possibility of contamination. It is also minimally inva-
sive, since a small-sized sample can generate good results. 
Further, because data are easily interpretable, skilled ana-
lysts are not required, while the necessary instruments are 
rugged and portable. This technique is similar to dis-
charge/arc emission spectroscopy, in which elements are 
excited to a higher energy state by an electric discharge. 

Many previous studies have indicated that metal ions 
can interact with nucleic acids to influence base-pairing 
and conformation. Such effects have been known to cause 
somatic mutations, a consequence of base-pairing errors 
or frame-shift mutations by deletion, leading to cellular 
transformation. For example, magnesium, manganese, and 
zinc are cofactors of many enzymes, especially RNA and 
DNA polymerases [14]. A comparison of trace element 
levels in normal and neoplastic human breast tissues has 
shown a relatively consistent and characteristic pattern of 
elevation for calcium, vanadium, copper, zinc, selenium, 
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and rubidium [15]. 

4. Conclusions 

The presented findings suggest an association between the 
elemental composition of breast tissues and the formation 
of breast particles. In other words, increases in the elemental 
concentrations and clustered calcifications in the breast may 
be related. Specifically, we can draw the following five 
conclusions about the LIPS technique: 
 A simple and promising technique is capable of diag-

nosing malignant cells and tissues; 
 It minimizes tissue preparation and human effort and 

error; 
 It reduces the possibility of contamination as well as 

standard errors; 
 It is minimally invasive, since a small-sized sample can 

generate good results; 
 It gives online quantification for all trace elements in 

a tissue simultaneously. 
Future work should include enhancing the voting algo-

rithm in order to assess the degrees of deviation of ma-
lignant cells from normal cells and thus deduce the can-
cer grade. The enhancing mechanism could also include 
the study of building combined techniques that use more 
complex algorithms that could avail the advantage of LIPS 
results in confusing and fuzzy cases. 
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